GLOBAL EDUCATION NETWORK SOCIETY’s
Alumni meet – Reminiscence
The annual Alumni Meet – Reminiscence was held on 8th March 2015 at the Global Business
School, Hubli. The event was coordinated by Ms. Kiran Magavi and Miss Tejaswini Patil along
with students of the Alumni and Cultural Committee of the GMG. Other student volunteers too
contributed.
The gathering was welcomed by Director Prof. Uday Lawate and anchored by present students
Komal Bhandari of the senior batch and Vishwanath.S from the juniors.
The program scheduled to start at 11am began around 12.30 as alumni arrived around that time.
The number of alumni present on the occasion was 40. The programme started with fun games
and introduction sessions. Past students were nostalgic and remembered student days spent on
the campus of GBS. Paying compliments to the facilitators they recalled interesting sessions,
events and classes attended /not attended by them! An alumnus of the second batch 2008-10, Mr.
Anirudh Shurpali mentioned that he is speechless and happy looking at the development of the
campus and the growth of GBS from strength to strength. Some of the alumni who shared
his/her experience of their career growth/ position etc were Mr. Hardeep Singh, Miss Lakhsmi
Roka from batch 2011-13, Miss Apoorva from the 2010-12 batch. Kavita Madivalar and Shweta
Mahindrakar from the 2012-14 batch. The alumni urged the current students to follow the
guidance and suggestions given by their respective specialization experts and also keep abreast
of the current trends and developments in their area of interest.
The students, staff and alumni present were served sumptuous lunch between 1.45 and 2.45pm.
A panel discussion was conducted and moderated by Profs. Ramakant Kulkarni and M.N Manik
post lunch. The topics covered were – going beyond the university syllabus, what are other areas
GBS need to include to make the student industry ready and what are the various skills and
competencies that would make one progress in his/her career. The discussion was very fruitful
and brought out a gamut of opinions, issues, suggestions and observations from the nine alumni
students participating in the discussion. The session was also aptly conducted by the moderators
of discussion. Present students too were enriched by the thoughts and opinions shared by the
participants. The session was followed by more fun games and around 4pm the curtain to the
Alumni meet 2015 was drawn to make way for another event the Women’s day celebration that
is observed around the globe on the 8th March.
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